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WHY CHILDREN STILL NEED A LAWYER

Marcia Robinson Lowry*
Sara Bartosz**

Every day approximately 500,000 children across the United States wake up in foster care, most in foster family homes, though many others in group homes and institutions. These children entered the state foster care system as innocent victims of abuse or neglect occurring in their birth homes. As wards of the state, they depend completely on the government to provide for their essential safety and well-being and to reconnect them with a permanent family, hopefully their own.

Though state child welfare agencies possess fundamental legal obligations under the United States Constitution and federal and state statutes to provide adequate care to all children in foster care, they are all too often failing in this vital mission. High caseloads, insufficient caseworker training and compensation, a combination of unstable and ineffective agency management, and a lack of resources
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plague foster care systems from coast to coast. As a result, children who were re-
moved from their homes for basic protection actually suffer continuing harm in state care.

The federal government has sought to improve the performance of state foster care systems through legislative reforms that have subjected these systems to the oversight of family court judges and federal auditors. Though well-intended, these federal reform efforts have not achieved the desired result. The same structural impediments that historically have prevented child welfare agencies from delivering quality services similarly have blunted the impact of federal reforms.

Child advocates have utilized class action litigation to ignite and sustain systemic reform. These class actions suits, typically involving claims for violation of substantive due process and statutory rights, have resulted in court enforceable consent decrees that have resulted in improved care, services, and permanency outcomes for children by obligating state agencies to undertake essential structural improvements. This Essay will present the disappointing history of the federal reform efforts and the promise that structural reform class actions hold for children in foster care.

**Introduction**

[This case is] about thousands of children who, due to family financial problems, psychological problems, and substance abuse problems, among other things, rely on the District to provide them with food, shelter, and day-to-day care. It is about beleaguered city employees trying their best to provide these necessities while plagued with excessive caseloads, staff shortages, and budgetary constraints. It is about the failures of an ineptly managed child welfare system, the indifference of the administration of the former mayor of the District of Columbia, Marion Barry, and the resultant tragedies for District children relegated to entire childhoods spent in foster care drift. Unfortunately, it is about a lost generation of children whose tragic plight is being repeated every day.¹

As compelling as their situations are, as pious as the public’s expression of concern, and as clear as society’s obligation to them should be, children in state foster care custody need lawyers. These children most assuredly possess legal rights under the U.S. Constitution and a variety of federal and state laws;² however, they also

². See, e.g., In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 12–13 (1967) (holding that juveniles charged as delinquents are entitled to the same procedural due process rights as adults under the
generally lack the individual capacity and financial resources to enforce these rights on their own. Moreover, the voting public is not demanding accountability from the child welfare system or its political leadership, apparently satisfied to leave the task of caring for society's children to the overburdened and underpaid social workers who daily struggle to make a difference. The unfortunate reality is that our vulnerable children need lawyers to protect their rights when the rest of society has failed to do so, and these children need the power of the courts to ensure that our public policy of protecting children is more than empty platitudes.

Currently, about 800,000 children a year—this country's poorest and most vulnerable—are subject to the well-intentioned, but often destructive, care of the nation's child welfare system. The system was created in recognition of the sobering fact that some families either could not or would not do an adequate job of caring for their children. American society, therefore, has assumed the financial burden of taking care of society's children. Fourteenth Amendment); Norfleet ex rel. Norfleet v. Ark. Dep't of Human Servs., 989 F.2d 289, 293 (8th Cir. 1993) (holding that foster children have a constitutional right to "adequate medical care, protection and supervision"); Yvonne L. ex rel. Lewis v. N.M. Dep't of Human Servs., 959 F.2d 883, 892-99 (10th Cir. 1992) (holding that foster children have a constitutional right to "reasonable safety while in foster care"); K.H. ex rel. Murphy v. Morgan, 914 F.2d 846, 851 (7th Cir. 1990) (holding that the state is constitutionally required "to take steps to prevent children . . . from deteriorating physically or psychologically"); Meador v. Cabinet for Human Res., 902 F.2d 474,476 (6th Cir. 1990) ("Due process extends the right to be free from the infliction of unnecessary harm to children in state-regulated foster homes."); Taylor ex rel. Walker v. Ledbetter, 818 F.2d 791, 795 (11th Cir. 1987) (holding that foster children possess liberty interests in reasonably safe living conditions while in state-supervised foster care); Brian A. ex rel. Brooks v. Sundquist, 149 F. Supp.2d 941, 953 (M.D. Tenn. 2000) (finding that plaintiff's complaint stated a cognizable substantive due process claim based upon foster children's right "to be placed in the least restrictive, most appropriate, family-like setting while in state custody . . . [and] to receive care treatment and services consistent with accepted, reasonable professional judgment"); Charlie H. v. Whitman, 83 F. Supp.2d 476, 507 (D.N.J. 2000) (holding that a foster child's liberty interest includes "the right to treatment, which includes the right to receive care, treatment and services consistent with competent professional judgment 


4. American law recognizes that parents possess broad discretion in choosing how best to rear their children. See Smith v. Organization of Foster Families for Equal. & Reform, 431 U.S. 816, 846 (1977) (holding that the Fourteenth Amendment provides biological parents with a "constitutionally recognized liberty interest" in maintaining the custody of their children "that derives from blood relationship, state-law sanction, and basic human right"). However, in the exercise of its parms patriae role, the state may act to place children in temporary foster care or with permanent adoptive families when natural parents are
and the actual day-to-day responsibility for protecting these youth, primarily through state-operated child welfare systems funded by federal, state, and local tax dollars. The hundreds of thousands of children in these systems represent both individual tragedies and societal opportunities.

Although child welfare systems are heavily funded by public tax dollars, a total of $23.3 billion in federal, state, and local funds in 2004 with the federal government alone putting up 50% or half of that sum, they remain extraordinarily unaccountable. The number of children in state foster care not long ago peaked and began to decline, from 565,253 in 1999 to 513,131 in 2005. Yet it is entirely unclear whether this development is cause for optimism. No one truly knows whether this downward trend results from state child welfare systems collectively doing a better job of protecting children, of controlling the unnecessary removal of children from birth families, of speeding up the return of children to their homes once removed, and of ensuring the adoption of children who cannot be returned home. Nor does anyone know whether this downward trend results from at least some of the states deciding to cut their foster care populations without imposing adequate safeguards for children known to be at risk and without creating and monitoring programs that support families under stress.

I. Federal Legislative Reforms Have Not Assured the Protection of Children's Rights

The principles on which the American child welfare system are based have evolved over time as legislators and policy-makers alike have learned from trial and error. Motivated by dissatisfaction with how children were being treated, Congress twice has enacted ma-
major reforms to the federal child welfare funding statutes and regulatory schemes, first in 1980, and then in 1997.\footnote{9}

When Congress passed the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act ("ACWA") in 1980,\footnote{10} the landmark legislation reflected a broad consensus that the states essentially were using federal monies to finance and sustain a national, custodial child welfare system that failed to place sufficient emphasis on the inherent need and desire of children to be raised by families, not by the state.\footnote{11} The primary goals of ACWA were to encourage the use of family preservation strategies that would maintain the integrity of families whenever appropriate, thereby reducing the number of unnecessary foster care removals, to assure more family-like, temporary foster care placements for children who had to be removed from home and to encourage the expeditious return of children to their natural families when possible.\footnote{12}

The ACWA reforms also entitled all children in foster care to periodic reviews before individual family court judges or a properly constituted administrative panel for purposes of monitoring executive agency decision-making regarding child placement, assessed services and permanency goals.\footnote{13} The federal statute further required family court judges, as a condition of a child's eligibility for federal foster care funding, to make a preliminary finding that the child welfare agency had made "reasonable efforts" to maintain the child safely at home before electing to disrupt the family.\footnote{14} These federally mandated periodic reviews and judicial findings essentially enlisted the family courts to provide a new layer of social work oversight because state child welfare agencies too often were failing to hold themselves sufficiently accountable.\footnote{15} As would later become evident, however, additional family court oversight is not a
reliable path to systemic improvement under current circumstances. Family courts depend on the very child welfare agencies they review to diligently and timely execute their orders, an uncertain, and often impossible, task for systems that are mismanaged, underfunded, and understaffed.

Though well intentioned, the ACWA statute provided little by way of guidance or standards—on the grounds that states needed and deserved autonomy and flexibility to shape their own policy and make their own decisions—and many states took children into foster care custody without making the mandated “reasonable efforts” to strengthen families, thereby often forgoing thousands, if not millions, in federal funds. Children entered custody for a variety of reasons, including the harsh living conditions associated with poverty, the lack of suitable and dependable housing in urban centers, and parental problems, such as substance abuse or chronic unemployment, for which adequate responsive services were unavailable. Many of these children continued to grow up as wards of the state, sometimes far from families and communities. Often states placed children in restrictive or congregate foster care settings with little regard for the importance that families and family-like environments can and should play in children’s lives. Many of these children were housed in institutions, some clean and benign, others not, but in most instances providing a poor substitute for growing up in a nurturing family environment.

Consequently, many children were cast into a state of limbo, with the national foster care population rising from approximately 300,000 in 1980 to approximately 465,000 in 1995, and with average lengths of stay for children in state care, as of October 1, 1997, reaching 35.6 months in Illinois, 30 months in the District of Co-

---

lumbia, and 32.1 months in New York State—a virtual lifetime for young children. Congress and Health & Human Services ("HHS") went back to the drawing board.

In 1997, recognizing that states were still failing to implement adequate permanency plans for many children, were ill-advisedly returning others to dysfunctional families without furnishing the necessary supportive services or supervision, sometimes with tragic consequences, and also were failing to terminate parent-child legal relationships in time for children to have a chance at a new family through adoption, Congress again enacted new reform legislation, the Adoption and Safe Families Act ("ASFA"), as a modification to ACWA. By this time, ACWA was widely interpreted as having overemphasized the importance of birth families—even when that family existed in name only—to the detriment of ensuring a safe and permanent home for a child. So the 1997 legislation reemphasized safety as the primary consideration in making decisions for children, and, in recognition of the fact that too many children were growing up in state custody, required the states to begin the process of legally freeing a child for adoption after the child had been in state custody for a fixed period of time, subject to certain exceptions. Under ASFA, the federal government continued to rely upon state family courts to provide oversight and to inject accountability into poorly managed and under-resourced child welfare bureaucracies.

II. Department of Health and Human Services Oversight of Federally Funded Child Welfare Agencies Has Not Delivered Results

Notwithstanding the bold Congressional promises of systemic reform and improved child welfare practice across the land, the executive branch of the federal government has been less than rigorous in reviewing state performance and has fared no better in ensuring that inadequate performance is corrected. The federal government, through the Department of Health and Human Services...
Services ("HHS"), began conducting state-by-state performance reviews following the enactment of ACWA; however, these federal audits emphasized procedural compliance over the substantive achievement of favorable outcomes for children and instituted a series of fiscal penalties that were unevenly and unfairly applied. After widespread criticism of these monitoring and accountability efforts, HHS suspended the review program in 1989 under Congressional mandate.

In 1994, Congress passed legislation calling for a new form of performance audit to be conducted by HHS based upon a set of quantifiable performance indicators. The current system of Child and Family Services Reviews ("CFSR") and Program Improvement Plans ("PIP") are the result of this legislation. Though the CFSR system, which completed its first round of state audits in 2004, now places greater focus on the permanency goals and measurable outcomes actually achieved for children, it too is failing to drive rigorous systemic reform. All of the states have failed this audit. But because of (1) data collection and measurement discrepancies existing among state foster care systems; (2) the lack of clarity and official HHS guidance in relation to PIP development, approval and monitoring; and (3) resulting concerns over the difficulty of assuring evenhanded and fair application of the CFSR performance criteria, HHS has been slow to penalize states for their poor audit results and their subsequent failure to meet the improvement goals set in their PIP submissions.

32. Children's Bureau, supra note 30.
34. Id.
35. Children's Bureau, supra note 30.
37. Golden testimony, supra note 33, at 3-6.
41. Stoltzfus, supra note 38, at 1.
42. See Ashby report, supra note 31, at 17-19.
In sum, federal legislative and executive branch efforts to reform the child welfare system have been disappointingly pallid, and significant problems continue to affect the well-being of hundreds of thousands of children. This nonsuccess leaves the abused and neglected children in state custody with three possibilities for protection: (1) continued reliance on the states, which certainly vary in their performance, but each of which has failed the minimal standards set by the federal government, and most of which operate just below the level of press-worthy harm to children; (2) reliance on the individual protections envisioned by periodic family court case reviews mandated by federal law since 1980; and (3) reliance on the external pressure and accountability created by class action litigation. The first option is virtually non-existent given the sorry track record of state child welfare systems and the increasing constraints on state budgets. The second option has proven to be a mirage due to the lack of adequate representation for children in these proceedings and the practical inability of family courts to look and act beyond individual child cases so as to identify and deliver systemic reform. Class action litigation, however, has delivered proven results in many jurisdictions and has given voice to children whose rights have been lost in the noise of the democratic process at work.

III. Periodic Review Proceedings for Individual Children

The periodic family court case reviews included in the federal statutory scheme as a safeguard for children have been emasculated by a lack of adequate representation for children and, in many states, by an inadequately staffed juvenile court system.49 Dependency court lawyers for children are as overburdened as are the case workers who are responsible for supervising the children’s care on a day-to-day basis. Children are represented by lawyers who may be employed by a non-profit organization, who may be court-appointed and paid a fee, or who may be volunteers from the local bar. These advocates, if functioning as intended, should be able to call family court and child welfare agency attention to circumstances in which the particular needs of a child are not being met by the assigned caseworker, the foster care provider, or the individual case plan. Theory and practice, however, very much diverge on the frontlines of the foster care system.

Family court systems across the country simply are not matching the statutory promise of a legal advocate for all foster children with the resources needed to assure competent legal advocacy. Thus, dependency court lawyers are frequently assigned patently unmanageable caseloads, very often well in excess of 150 or 200 child clients per lawyer, while at the same time those private practice lawyers not employed by a non-profit legal services organization receive compensation from the court at a small fraction of the market rate for legal services in other areas of practice. This combination of low pay and onerous caseload can drive competent practitioners away from the juvenile courts and, more importantly, seriously marginalize the effectiveness of those attorneys who still choose to serve the foster care population. Other lawyers may take fewer cases, on a volunteer or fee basis, but lack the training, support services, and staff (such as their own social workers) necessary to represent children adequately. In its 2005 Annual Report, the Foster Care Review Board in the state of Michigan noted:

[i]nformation provided to the review board by the caseworkers, foster care providers, and in some cases, the children themselves, would indicate that the L-GALs [lawyer-guardian ad litem] in many cases are not fulfilling their statutory responsibility. Reasons given to the Board by the L-GALs include inadequate financial compensation and large client caseloads.

Studies show that many dependency attorneys routinely do not make the periodic face-to-face visits with their clients that are a bedrock element of first determining and then representing the child's best interests and needs. This fundamental gap in the quality of legal representation for foster children is in many in-


stances just the tip of the iceberg. The inability to make routine client visits often signals the attorney's additional inability or failure to conduct a thorough investigation into the reasons for the child's initial removal from home for purposes of assessing the likelihood of a safe reunification of the child with his or her parents. An overwhelmed and inadequately informed pool of family court attorneys delivers a foreseeable and unacceptable output—case services and permanency plans that too often are divorced from the actual desires and needs of the child.48

The quality and preparedness of the legal advocates appearing at family court proceedings have an obvious impact on the ability of family courts to protect children. The decisions and orders of the family court judge are unlikely to be fully informed or tailored to meet individual needs if the caseworkers and attorneys presenting the background facts in court are themselves not adequately informed and prepared. Family court judges carry enormous case dockets of their own and must do so with limited administrative support.49 These judges, therefore, must be able to rely on the competency and diligent preparation of the social workers and attorneys who appear before them to advocate for particular case services and permanency goals. In short, overburdened social workers, lawyers, and GALs result in court orders that are disengaged from actual circumstances and needs and that fail to meet the purposes of the federal statute.

Thus, the federal statutory reforms enacted in 1980 and 1997 requiring family courts to conduct periodic reviews of case plans and annual permanency hearings, though well-intentioned, are far from achieving the desired result. The effectiveness of these reforms is contingent on the ability of the family courts to undertake fully informed case reviews and thereafter to engage the cooperation of caseworkers and the foster care system at large in putting court orders into effect. These necessary conditions all too often do not exist, and many family courts are ill-equipped and hard pressed to remedy the situation given their own finite time and resources. The proof of this reality is revealed by the poor outcomes for children being achieved by child welfare systems nationwide even with federally mandated case oversight by juvenile courts.50

50. See generally Stoltzfus, supra note 38 (noting that the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the application of the Younger abstention doctrine to refuse the exercise of original federal jurisdiction in a foster care class action).
IV. PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN THROUGH CIVIL RIGHTS CLASS ACTIONS

Though under attack by various attempts to limit federal jurisdiction, particularly in the area of institutional reform, class actions have a proven track record of producing measurable positive results in reforming large child welfare systems, on which so many fragile lives are dependent. In drafting the Constitution, the nation’s founders foresaw significant shortcomings with unfettered majority rule. The founders well understood that the majority might choose to enact laws that favor majority interests alone or that a less zealous majority might enact laws or social programs intended to benefit minority interests or the disenfranchised, but later fail to implement these laws with sufficient public funding and civil enforcement when other priorities occupy their attention. To prevent these democratic ills, the founders placed counter-balancing power within a separate, but equal, judicial branch—a forum where majority power does not always win the day.

Class action litigation has proven to be a powerful and effective vehicle for securing reform of broken child welfare systems across the United States. Public interest attorneys, such as those working at Children’s Rights, have brought statewide and county-based class actions across the country. These Section 1983 civil rights actions seek to enforce the substantive due process rights of all children in state foster care custody to receive minimally adequate safety, per-

53. THE FEDERALIST No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton).
54. Id.
55. In The Federalist No. 78, Alexander Hamilton wrote:

This independence of the judges is equally requisite to guard the Constitution and the rights of individuals from the effects of those ill humors, which the arts of designing men, or the influence of particular conjectures, sometimes disseminate among the people themselves, and which, though they speedily give place to better information, and more deliberate reflection, have a tendency, in the meantime, to occasion dangerous innovations in the government, and serious oppressions of the minor party in the community.

56. Children’s Rights, http://www.childrensrights.org. CHILDREN’S RIGHTS is a national watchdog organization advocating on behalf of abused and neglected children in the U.S. Id. Since 1995, the organization has used legal action and policy initiatives to create lasting improvements in child protection, foster care and adoption. Id.
manency, and well-being. With few exceptions, the courts presiding over these cases have certified plaintiff classes comprised of all children in foster care.\textsuperscript{57} The most recent such decision was issued in the Michigan federal district court for the Eastern District of Michigan in \textit{Dwayne B. v. Granholm}.\textsuperscript{58} These class actions have resulted in the entry of court-enforceable judgments, either as the result of settlement or a finding of liability, requiring fundamental restructuring of child welfare systems and their underlying case practice.\textsuperscript{59}

The class action vehicle serves multiple vital functions: (1) it amplifies the otherwise unheard voices of the plaintiff abused/neglected children by aggregating their claims in a single judicial forum that is publicly accessible and transparent; (2) through the discovery process, it brings to light the facts about how a child welfare system is operating, and the consequences for children; (3) it squarely places the rights of these children before a judicial officer who is duty bound to enforce the law; (4) it provides a mechanism for securing legal relief that is enforceable by the presiding judge, rather than depending on a conscientious public acting through legislative or executive action; and (5) it provides a platform for enforceable reform that lives beyond election cycles and enables a long term strategy for systemic improvement that looks beyond a particular administration or leadership. These unique attributes of the civil rights class action create the promise for reform where the democratic process has failed to act.

Significantly, the class action vehicle provides access to a menu of reform elements that, for practical purposes, are not available within the overburdened family courts. The family court is a judicial forum that has not been structured or staffed to address class litigation or even individual petitions for structural reform. Federal courts that have entered consent decrees in child welfare class

\textsuperscript{58} Dwayne B., 2007 WL 2372363.
litigation have required reform in vital areas of systemic performance, such as: (1) the restructuring and monitoring of processes necessary to ensure the timely planning and delivery of services;\textsuperscript{60} (2) the setting of outcome goals for children and holding the system responsible for achieving them;\textsuperscript{61} (3) the hiring and retaining of sufficient casework staff to meet reasonable caseload standards;\textsuperscript{62} (4) the development of training programs for casework and supervisory staff in essential social work and management skills;\textsuperscript{63} (5) the creation, supervision, and training of an adequate number and adequate variety of foster care placements to serve the needs presented by the children in care;\textsuperscript{64} (6) the development of a continuum of services with the capacity to address the range of children’s mental health, dental, and medical needs;\textsuperscript{65} (7) the development of performance-based contracting and a contract monitoring function that assures proper oversight of private foster care providers who are licensed and retained by the state agency;\textsuperscript{66} (8) the development of data management and information systems;\textsuperscript{67} and (9) the development of licensing and quality assurance functions within the child welfare agency that are structured to the appropriateness of children’s treatment.\textsuperscript{68} These elements of systemic relief fall beyond the narrow and individualized parameters of judicial relief customarily considered by family courts as they adjudicate and enforce custodial rights, even in instances in which individual children are aggressively represented by counsel.

For example, Children’s Rights concluded a class action in Kansas City, Missouri that cut the average length of time that children were in custody before adoption nearly in half, resulted in the provision of adequate medical care (including dental and mental


health) for ninety percent of the children in the system, and also provided a host of other reforms. The New Mexico class action resulted in the reduction of the average length of time that children spent in care by over two years and substantially increased adoptions. Consent decrees in other jurisdictions have eliminated over-reliance on institutions and have delivered more services for families. Consent decrees have also resulted in enforceable caseload standards and workforce increases; training for workers, supervisors, and foster and adoptive families; increased recruitment and engagement of foster families; development of additional therapeutic services and appropriate placements; and development of internal agency quality assurance functions to maintain system improvement and management capacity. Class action litigation is a vehicle that has allowed tens of thousands of children to live better lives and to have more opportunities for a reasonable childhood than they otherwise would have.

Particularly in the absence of adequate treatment or protection from the state or adequate oversight by the federal government, children in state custody need more of these class action lawsuits to ensure that their official custodians, state governments, operate publicly funded systems in which they will be treated as the laws intended and in a manner that will ensure that they are benefited, rather than further damaged, while in state care. These children need adequate representation beyond the confines of their individual juvenile court proceedings to protect their individual rights. "Lawyering up" may be these children's most effective protection.

72. See Davidson & Pitchal, supra note 44, at 7–9.